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Jean-Luc "Jack" Courbet has the perfect life. His art critiques
appear regularly in the New York Times. His Greenwich Village
apartment is filled with tasteful antiques. And his finely
chiselled face and body make him an object of desire for the
men he meets in clubs and bars - men who satisfy his dual
need for pleasure and cruel pain. For Jack, though, the
antiques aren't antique at all. And the need for pleasure and
pain is an instinct rather than a predilection. Beneath the
glittering whirl of his elite lifestyle lies a simple, deadly secret:
he is a vampire, transformed a century ago in Paris by his
powerful stepfather. Now, driven by an age-old thirst for
vengeance and locked in a game of cat-and-mouse with the
mother who wants to destroy him, Jack haunts the streets of
New York City, hunting for sex and blood - until he falls for
aspiring actor and model Claude Halloran. In Claude, Jack
glimpses the innocence he has lost - an innocence that gives
new meaning to his life lived in darkness. An erotic journey of
the...
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R eviews
Unquestionably, this is the best work by any author. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
realized this publication from my dad and i advised this pdf to find out.
-- Nelson Zemla k
It is easy in study better to understand. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature.
I am quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading through a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lucinda K oelpin
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